7N2UQC:
I could enjoy this contest.
And thanks to all who worked me.

---------------------------------------------------------------9A2KO:
UFB NICE CONTEST

---------------------------------------------------------------9V1UV:
Tried hard but only few qso's. Perhaps qrm at other end

---------------------------------------------------------------AI9T:
We had thunderstorms on and off all day during the contest.
Static crashes were 10 over at times. I had to send AGN AGN
many times to work several stations. Thanks for all their patience.

---------------------------------------------------------------DL0TTY:
Propagation was poor this weekend and but had some
with ZL2AMI and VK6HQ.

high lights on 40m

I really enjoyed the little pileups.

thanks to all who were kind enough to work me.

Special

73 de Walter, DL4RCK

---------------------------------------------------------------DL1THB:
Prima Kontest .. Danke

----------------------------------------------------------------

DL5CE:
dabei sein ist alles! 73!

---------------------------------------------------------------DL5SWB:
20 wtts into an indoor mobile antenna ATAS-120

---------------------------------------------------------------DL6JZ:
It was a nice contest again. Good participation and
good operating practices by almost all operators.
But I could not reach my results of the last years event.
I missed the QSOs and mults on 10 m.
Highlight was VK6HD on 80 m.
See you next year.

---------------------------------------------------------------DL6LZM:
Nice contest! Hope to see all next year again!

---------------------------------------------------------------DL7BW:
Danke für die Ausrichtung des Contests.

73 ... bis zum nächsten DL-DX

-Contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------DL9ST:
Bedingungen in Norddeutschland ziemlich mies.

Die wenigen gehörten

und gearbeiteten Staionen meldeten schon früh weit

über 100 getätigte

Verbindungen. Deshalb das Log soll auch nur zum Vergleich.

Die wenigen

Stunden an der Staion haben trotz allem Spaß gemacht.

---------------------------------------------------------------F5RD:
I appreciated this contest. Working mainly Saturday evening and Sunday
morning.

Running for C category this year (D in 2003).

very hard to do 2 QSO's hi hi !!!
ou again next year.

F5RD

10 m closed,

Thanks to all who worked me. See y

Bernard

---------------------------------------------------------------F6IRF:
Very poor condx all weekend :10m has been limited to a short

E's openings and

15m has remained extremely quiet, with the exception of 9M2/G4ZFE, AP2IA and a
few JA/HL Sunday morning.
With nearly 50% of DX-stations, 20m has been once again the best band especialy
during the night, activity on 40 and 80 suffering from this. The good weekend
surprises: FO5PS, KH6GMP on 20, ZL2AMI, ZL4PW and again 9M2/G4ZFE on 40M. Other
weekend DX's A71EM, BX4AN, BX4AF, ET3TK, VR2UW, VR2BG, HS0ZDZ, TK/F6AUS...
(surprisingly did not find GU0SUP!). Congratulations to the German hams for the
activity (77qso's) coming just ahead of the W's (68 qso's) in my log.
with a sunspot number between 30 and 40, it is finaly not that bad !

---------------------------------------------------------------G0MGX:
Very poor conditions!

---------------------------------------------------------------G0MTN/P:

Well,

Part time operation during radio club VHF National Field Day event.
Good conditions on 20m.

---------------------------------------------------------------G3LDI:
Propagation not so good, nothing on 28 at all, a few
on 21.

---------------------------------------------------------------G3OOK:
Poor band condx during the contest. Nothing at all heard on 10m.
Limited openings on 15m and a high static level on 40/80m!
Despite all this I enjoyed it and hope to take part next year!

---------------------------------------------------------------G4EMT:
THANKS FOR THE NICE CONTEST

---------------------------------------------------------------G4OGB:
Only my second attempt on Data, can you tell?
Claimed score allows for missing Ser for qso #1, and
qso (around #70?) where I thought I had worked him, only
to realize later that he was working DG4OGL!!

---------------------------------------------------------------G4ZWX:
6 hour category an excellent thing - all contests should have this!

---------------------------------------------------------------G7TMU:
Thanks for running the contest

---------------------------------------------------------------GU0SUP:
Very poor conditions, but I still enjoyed the fun.
Also nice to catch up with those I met in Friedrichshafen
last weekend.

---------------------------------------------------------------HA0GK:
Thanks for all QSO partners.See You on next contest !!!

---------------------------------------------------------------IT9ORA:
I am very glad to partecipe in this contest, because they are
many

Stations on the air and this contest it's very interessant

many thanks in advance 73 de Gianni IT9ORA

---------------------------------------------------------------IV3ARJ:
CONGRATULATIONS GOOD CONTEST

---------------------------------------------------------------IZ0EHL:
Many tnx for a contest where "little pistol" as me, poor in antenna and trx,
are considered. Bye and at the next time in 2005. 73 de Marco IZ0EHL

---------------------------------------------------------------JA2KCY:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------JA8UON:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------JH1ECF:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------JH1TUX:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------JR1VAY:
I enjoy the contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------K0FX:
Great contest, thanks to the sponsers.

----------------------------------------------------------------

K4AQ:
My first DL-DX RTTY.
Op time based on 30-minute minimum off-time. Rules required
60-minute minimum off-time.
QRP DX: (excellent ears!)
1. 040401z: OZ1BTE, Denmark, 20m, 4550 mi (910 mi/watt)
2. 040414z: KH6GMP, Hawaii, 20m, 4500 mi (900 mi/watt)
3. 040450z: ZL2AMI, New Zealand, 20m, 8180 mi (1636 mi/watt)
Yaesu FT-897 transceiver operated at 5 watts into a
5-MHz OCF 28-gauge insulated wire stealth antenna
up 40 feet in heavy foliage trees next to I-75 in
downtown Atlanta industrial area. SGC SG-237 Smartuner.
Tigertronics SignaLink SL-1 sound card radio interface.

---------------------------------------------------------------K4DJG:

---------------------------------------------------------------K4GMH:
Thanks to the sponsor of the Contest for continuing the contest
for the second year. This was the first contest from the K4GMH QTH
since the tower and all the antennas were destroyed by Hurricane
Isabel last September.

Unfortunately, the only antenna that has

been installed, so far, is the 2 element 40 meter yagi at the top
of the new tower.
Did try and use the antenna on 15 meters, but it isn't very
efficient on 15 meters and only able to work one station.
The antenna still needs final tuning, but did perform quite well.
Couple of surprises were being called by 4X/OK1FIA/P,

VK6HD at 2347Z and a short time later ET3TK.
40 meters on this end was very noisy.
Thanks to all, especially many of the European stations, that were
asked and were kind enough to provider multiple repeats.
Hopefully, additional antennas will be on the tower before the
next contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------K5PAX:
LOTS OF FUN -- CU NEXT YEAR!

---------------------------------------------------------------K8RT:
Nice contest. Software bugs caused the loss of several reports.
I have deleted those

---------------------------------------------------------------KB1FUO:
First RTTY contest; appreciate the 6 hr & Dipole catagory.

---------------------------------------------------------------KS0M:
Propagation was not very good. No JA's or VK calls heard.
and HS, but unable to work them.

Heard a DU

I worked 30 more calls this year and

increasd my score. Good contest. My thanks to the sponsors.

---------------------------------------------------------------KU5B:
Great Contest! First RTTY/PSK31 contest ever operated and had a

blast. I will definately be doing this one again.

---------------------------------------------------------------LX8M:
I loved this contest, but not the propagation :-)) AND "Murphy" was
also here

Amplifier problems and the Multiband vertical (TVI) broken

RG213 (!)...

see you next year in this intresting contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------M0AFZ:
I love the 6 hour section!

Reached my target of 100 qso's so

I'm happy!

---------------------------------------------------------------NA2M:
Good contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------NC2N:
Very nice Contest. Fair condx on 20 meters.
First time did in this Contest and liked it very much!
See you soon from NC2N/V44.
73's Andrei NC2N.

---------------------------------------------------------------OK2CLW:
TNX for a nice contest.

----------------------------------------------------------------

ON6MX:
Great contest good conditions and lots of fun

---------------------------------------------------------------PA3BFH:
Thanks for the fine contest. Could not participate the whole time,
but had fun. See you next year!!!

---------------------------------------------------------------RV3YR:
Thanks for interesting Contest!

---------------------------------------------------------------RW9C:
Was new contest for me - could not spend too
much time. Will participate more next year!

---------------------------------------------------------------SM7BJW:
Could have done more but weather didn´t permit.
Thunder every now and then. Fair conditions and
participation. KH and ET3 nice to work.

My station hookup worked perfect.

I was really happy all time.Thanks to DARC for arranging this contest.
Perfectly placed in time.

---------------------------------------------------------------SV2AEL:
Many thanks for nice contest.Hope to CU next year

---------------------------------------------------------------UR5FAV:
Great activity of german stations, nice contest!

---------------------------------------------------------------US0HZ:
THANKS FOR NICE RTTY CONTEST

---------------------------------------------------------------UT1IA:
WHAT A GREAT FORMULA - 6 HOURS! BECAUSE OF SUMMER,
FAMILY, VHF FD, ETC I HAVEN'T HAD MUCH TIME FOR FULLSIZE
PARTICIPATION, BUT HAD A GREAT FUN TO WORK 6 HOURS! 73!

---------------------------------------------------------------UZ4E:
Thank you for magnificent contest.
Thank you VK6HD for QSO's on 80 and 40m.

73!

---------------------------------------------------------------VA3PC:
Limited time to operate in this contest.

---------------------------------------------------------------VE3GSI:
This is a fun contest, the idea that operators can
choose there own class is good.
My amplifier quit near the end of the day, so I
packed it in a bit earlier then I wanted too.

All-in-all I am still happy with my score over last
years effort.

---------------------------------------------------------------W1AJT/VE3:
Thanks for a good contest despite poor conditions.
I really like the 6 hour option.

---------------------------------------------------------------W4ZE:
I had fun, only wish we had more sun spots to
help conditions.

---------------------------------------------------------------W9HLY:
Pretty good conditions considering. Great fun.

---------------------------------------------------------------ZL2AMI:
This was a very lonely contest from the South Pacific,there were
many hours with no contacts. The activity from the US and Japan was
low and I normally rely on these countries to keep the rates
ticking over. I just had to wait for Europe to return. Only 40m and
20m worked, 15m a few contacts and 10m quite dead.

